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Notes
This week's maths learning is centred around the story of 'The Very Busy Spider' by Eric Carle.
If you don't have the story at home you can watch it on the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TfL0g-XRxnA
Monday –
In the story the spider is very busy making lots of webs. Webs are very beautiful and full of
mathematical patterns. Can you draw or paint your own web using the instructions in the photograph
above? Maybe you could get creative and add some extra patterns and shapes to your web like the
second photograph.
Tuesday –
Unleash your inner spiderman! Make your own sticky web using some tape. You could use masking
tape or sellotape. Play a game using rolled up balls of tape or pompoms – these are pretend flies. Roll
up 10 or 20 flies and throw them at the web. How many stick to your web? How many go outside the
web? You could take turns with someone in your house to throw the flies to see who manages to get
the most flies in the web.
Wednesday –
Look at the number stories about the spider eating different numbers of flies. Can you work out which
are correct and which are not correct? Maybe you could use some objects from around your house to
help you to work out how many flies are left.
Thursday –
Play a game of ‘spider drive’. Take turns with someone in your house to roll a dice. If you don’t have
one you could make one out of a tissue box or use an online or app version. Look at the number you
have rolled and draw the corresponding part of the spider from the picture. The first person to draw
every part of their spider is the winner.
Friday –
Spiders have 8 legs, 4 on each side. This means they have ‘double 4’. Can you make a spider with 4 legs
on one side and 4 legs on the other side? Maybe you could make your own doubles spider with a
different number of legs? How many legs would you have if you have 6 on each side?
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